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Abstract: The article considers the formation of symbols, symbolic functions of colour and infinity lines.
Comprehension of organization and the laws of the universe by primitive creators was manifested in
accumulation of information in graphic images and symbols. Rock painting demonstrates that primitive people
used colour not only for expresing aesthetic moments, strengthening of imagery and information capacity but
for symbolic function as well. Similarity of colour symbolism of primitive people from different corners of the
world allows to identify colour triad: white, black, red as archetypical for all mankind. This experience originated
from the very nature of a man, that is why we can regard it as panhuman, common for all representatives of
mankind. The harmony of environment perception rhythm in the images of spiral is also the symbol of good and
evil, light and darkness, day and night, impulse of motion towards infinity. The author emphasizes the
information function of signs and symbols.
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INTRODUCTION theory of semiotic systems. Primitive creator copied the

“Supreme art is a snapshot of time frozen for in accordance with the laws of symmetry and rhythm and
centuries”-the wise men say. In order to clarify our turned an image into compositional structure of the
starting point let us turn to the ancient times where the picture, invented the image of spiral which strengthened
concept of harmony and rhythm as manifestation of the dynamic emphasis of the picture predetermining the
beauty was diversely embodied in pieces of art created by process of perception of infinity. “Elements of their
primitive tribes. Striving to comprehend the laws of ornamentation are differently twisting ribbons restricted
universe primitive creators accumulated information in by deepened parallel lines, these ribbons often seem to
graphic symbols, making their masterpieces, divine things develop freely and are reluctant to follow the laws of
frozen for centuries. symmetry... Side by side with those breaking at some

MATERIALS AND METHODS meander can be observed, there were arch-like ribbon

Historic and descriptive methods as well as the and   spiral   form”   [1].   The  images  were  located  in
method of stylistic analysis of pieces of art have been accessible places; the simplest patterns have been used:
used in the article. statics, balance, symmetry, rhythm. The prototype of

Main Part: The first straight lines, sloped, dynamical, motion of  a  snake,  plaiting  of a  basket,  twisted  cord,
looped, rhythmically interlaced-these pictures of universe zig-zag image on the snake's skin, spirals in a whirlpool.
are symbolic, every image has its symbolic meaning which Balance,    symmetry   was   found  in  every  flower,
was formed in cult systems of early periods. Time flew and every leaf, every animal. Next stages of development:
gradually they became prioritized and gave birth to the location   of primary  and  secondary,  demonstration  of

nature while working with line and dynamically curving it

angle ribbon ornament in which more complex patterns of

curves resembling the sign of currency (conchoidal line)

wave line could be the real waves or curving of a stream,
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rhythm integrity of the image. Resulted synthesis of negative meanings  and  was  not  an  attribute  of  death,
infinity lines rhythm determined appearance of ornament, the colour of mourning. Use of white colour originates
a kind of graphical symbol of general universe law. from ancient times. Life was viewed by primitive people as

Gradually in structural organization of the image the a succession of births and deaths. Died member of a tribe
emotional-feeling, semantic aspects start to work did not disappear forever, did not leave into oblivion in
embodied     in    dynamical     interpretation    of   animals, the end. Death was considered as a transformation,
in expression of motion in plot compositions, in hunt transition to a new quality. Gone person either resurrected
scenarios and expression of pain of wounded animals. being transformed in newly born member of a tribe or
The real world things had been transformed and stylized, became a spirit, a god. That is why presence of white
they started to use colour, the figures of wild oxen were colour in funerals (colouring of the dead with white paint
depicted with spiky horns, sun-headed gods-with rays points out to transition to a new life of dead fellow
above their heads (Tamgala place), the horses-with short tribesman [2]. White colour was also used as protection
legs (Lasko cave). In rock painting of primitive people the tool from evil spell. Evil forces could not damage the man,
colour performs symbolic function. Symbolic potential of animal or a house if they were marked with white colour or
colour, archetypical notions of colour combinations was had white amulets. The role of white colour in the ritual of
studied by western scientists first. Therefore we shall sacrifice was as follows. Kind gods and spirits were
refer to main ideas and conclusions made by them. offered white, or painted in white, animals. White colour
Domination of white, black and red colour is proved by also expressed main moral and ethics rules of behaviour.
studies of magic rituals of the people living in Africa, For example, a number of African people still swear by
South America etc. The problem of colour qualification their liver. If a man who swears wants to emphasize that
was    studied    in   detail   by   English  ethnographer, he is a good man and has no evil intentions he specially
sociologist and folklorist V. Turner and demonstrated by points  out  that  his  liver  is  white.  In  this  connection
him on primitive cultures, in particular, on African tribe we would like to emphasize that white colour performed
ndembu. He proposed interpretation of symbolic meaning regualatory     (law)    function    in    primitive   people’s
of three “main” colours, their role in the life primitive man behaviour-it is a kind of criterion by which people
on the base of his observation of real rituals and organized their behaviour. In this aspect white colour can
ceremonies. The members of the tribe attributed these be viewed as psychological sign-a tool used by a man to
colours to 3 rivers (essential concepts) of single God control    his    psychological   functions  and  behaviour.
represented by them. V.  Turner  pointed  out  that  ndembu  had  a  notion  of

Symbolic meaning of white colour is purity, “white behaviour”. To “behave white” meant to be clear
leadership of power, wealth, source of life forces and (transparent)    for   tribesmen-not  to  make  evil  schemes,
health, strength, absence of failures, tears, death; in other words, be pure. Turner refers white colour to 2
encounter with ancestors' s spirit; life, health, most important liquids of human body-sperm and milk
impregnation or birth of a child; hunting honour, which were considered by ancient people as sacred,
generosity; commemoration of ancestors' spirit; which shows their distinct nearness. Let us remember that
friendliness, eating food, reproduction, maturity or ndembu interpret white colour as one of the rivers of
ripening, washing, This generalized meaning of white supreme god. Sperm and milk liquids form the foundation
colour was universal for all primitive people-those who of human life: they are those origins which were
lived   in    ancient   times  and  those  who  exist  now. considered by primitive man as the beginning of his
White colour for them is a symbol of existence, peace, life. existence-that is why their colours were considerd as
White colour was used in those magic rituals of primitive symbol   of    wealth,   life,   health   etc.   Besides   that,
people in which they appealed to the kind forces and life white colour is a light, day when a man is most active,
and protected themselves from impact of evil spirits and when he sees surrounding world clearly and distinctly.
gods. White colour attracted kind gods and scared off the Optically white is a benchmark of purity, opposite to
angry ones. The most important rituals were rituals chaos  and   dirt   and   that   is  why   it   is   a   benchmark
devoted to birth, initiation, marriage and death. of pure thoughts and behaviour. These are main

We shall consider the function of white colour in psychological-biological origins of white colour symbols
funeral ritual in more detail. For many eastern people the which allow to understand its magic significance in the life
use of white cloth in funeral ceremonies is obligatory. of a primitive man. “Alter ego” of the white colour is black
White colour for ancient people did not have any colour. These two  colours  are  referred  to  dual  symbols
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and as Kh. E. Kerlot pointed out, like all dual formulas Symbolic meaning of red colour was explained by its
have  direct  link  with  the  big  myth  about  the  Twins. connection with blood in ancient people's consciousness.
The members of  dual  pair  (people,  plants,  animals  etc.) Red is 3rd river of supreme god, the colour of one of the
are of opposite colours which shows opposition of two most important liquids in human organism. The nearness
worlds [3]. of red colour to blood was more significant for primitive

Death, evil, absence of success, purity, suffering, consciousness than its similarity with fire.
illnesses, witchcraft, hyper-sexuality, darkness, night-all The similarity of colour symbols of primitive people
most negative in life of primitive people was expressed by from different corners of the world allows us to agree with
black  colour.  The  houses  of  people  who  were  suspect Turner and conclude that these 3 colours are archetypical
for black witchcraft were marked with black paint. for the whole mankind. For primitive man 3 main colours
Expression "he has black liver" is interpreted accordingly. were not just difference in visual and semantic purposes
Black colour is night, absence of light when activity of a of     colour    range,    but    reduced   or   concentrated
man is reduced and he can not orientate himself well in perception touching both human brain and five senses.
surrounding space, he becomes defenseless before the This experience originated from the very nature of a man,
passions, natural forces and beasts. Black is absence of that is why we can regard it as panhuman, common for all
consciousness, dream which is similar to death, the colour representatives of mankind. It seems that such
of burned house and disintegration. Black river is the river interpretation explains why symbolic meaning of colour
of death and oblivion. Primitive people refered black triad is principally similar in all cultures [5].
colour to internal or under-surface world, hidden origin Art of primitive man represented universal
from which primitive (black, occult or subconscious) relationship between cosmos and a man. The main
wisdom begins. expression tools which were meant to produce

The symbol of red colour is also considered in world corresponding associations were colour and lines.
practice as ambivalent symbol. Turner says that for Particular language of feelings, belief or love to God is
ndembu red colour represents red things-made of blood expressed by the hand inside black circle. What did
or red clay. Symbolic meaning is determined by the primitive man want to say by that? Probably looped line
appearance     of    blood:   blood   of   animals;   blood   of is self-assertion of personality, strengthening of internal
a woman giving birth to a child; blood of all women power,  protection  of  one's  own  space  from  beasts,
(menstrual blood), blood resulted from the procedure of shelter from magic mysterious world, belief into magic of
genital    mutilation;   blood  of   kill,  blood  of  witchcraft. pictures. Accordingly to A. Losev a symbol is integral
All red things are divided into 2 categories depending on similarity of general and special, ideal and real, infinite and
what they bring-good or evil. But all red things contain finite [6]. Belief in god-like power of the Sun probably
power, because blood is power, without power a man dies. determined the meaning of circle symbol-it represents fire,

Power is key meaning of red colour. Power is its main warmth of home fireplace, life conditions. Circle and spiral
function as magic tool. For example, in ritual, devoted to are key elements which are used in different combinations
birth of a child, a child was marked with red spots on its and modifications to form symbols, they also can be used
head, his sex organs and other parts of the body in order as foundation for organic integrity while conveying
to let him grow up strong and healthy. Turner believes information through symbols.
that   the   image  of  red  hand  above  the  entrance  into In 1908 during archeological excavations near
the  cave   was   used   to   frighten   off   evil   demons, Phaistos, (Crete island) they found small disk, about 15 cm
painting warrior’s faces with red paint was intended for in diameter, made from blue clay covered with strange
giving them power and  courage  and,  in  the  same  time, pictures on both sides. It was obvious that this disk was
to horrify their enemies. As a symbol of power red colour not from the island: there is no such clay in Crete and all
was used as a tool against evil spells [4]. Primitive people Mediterranean coast. Besides that it was written with a lot
believed in curing force of red colour-to heal wounds and of different signs and images. These pictures were located
make a person healthy again. The wounds were laid with along spiral in the sectors: 30 sectors on the front side
red cloth or clay and the things which must be brought to and 31 sectors on the back side of the disk. Attempts to
life again were washed with blood. read Phaistos disc were made for the whole XX century

Red colour performs very important function in and brought no success: text on the disk did not
ceremony of purification. Those who participated in the correspond to any language of nations of the world of
procedure of genital mutilation must wear things of red any epoch. All experts were persuaded that it was text
colour in their hands and necks during ritual. because the structure of pictures corresponded to
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consequently    located     phrases    [7].   Leonid   Pritsker, Irrational power of the contents expressed by
a Kazakh scientist, was able to read them. He was awarded graphical symbols in Phaistos disk, de-coded by Leonid
scientific degree of Gran-doctor of philosophy and the Pritsker does not prevent from nearness to rational power.
position    of    professor of   Royal   Belgium   Academy. Development of civilization can be built by organized and
In accordance with the scientist's opinion, the symbol in strictly checked scheme: in the framework of culture in the
the center on the front side is life-creating spirit! Reading center of values system there must be a man [10].
must be started from center along the spiral until exit to
external edge of the disk. Back side is read from the REFERENCES
external border to the center.
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Let us  return  to   the   spiral-the   line   of   infinity.
We  would  like  to  emphasize  that  “this  is,  first  of  all,
a symbol of great creative force both on the level of
cosmos and micro-cosmos. Spiral which combines a circle
and   impulse   of   motion  is  also  a  symbol  of  time,
cyclic rhythms, seasons of the year, birth and death,
phases of “aging” and “growth” of the Moon and the
Sun” [9].

1962. The ritual of social relations.

aesthetic foundations of colour solution in modern


